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Summary
The purpose of the present study was to experimentally assess the effect of cognitive
strategies of association and dissociation while running on central nervous activation. A
total of 30 long distance runners volunteered for the study. The study protocol consisted on
three sessions (scheduled in three different days): (1) maximal incremental treadmill test, (2)
associative task session, and (3) dissociative task session. The order of sessions 2 and 3 was
counterbalanced. During sessions 2 and 3, participants performed a 55 min treadmill run at
moderate intensity. Both, associative and dissociative tasks responses were monitoring and
recording in real time through dynamic measure tools. Consequently, was possible to have an
objective control of the attentional. Results showed a positive session (exercise+attentional
task) effect for central nervous activation. The benefits of aerobic exercise at moderate intensity
for the performance of self-regulation cognitive tasks are highlighted. The used methodology is
proposed as a valid and dynamic option to study cognitions while running in order to overcome
the retrospective approach.

Introduction
Attentional focus in endurance sports have been formally studied for more than
39 years, in 1977 Morgan and Pollock highlighted a distinction between two broad
categories of attentional focus, developing the term of cognitive strategies of association
and dissociation. Association was regarded as an internal attentional style, turning
focus inward and toward bodily sensations. Dissociation is an external attentional
style, referred to any thought that serves to distract attention away from internal
sensations [1-4]. The research of cognitive strategies and their effect on exercise
performance has been widely studied [1,5]. Nevertheless, the effect of exercise on the
cognitive process required to perform these cognitive tasks, has not been integrated
on the study protocols. Since both strategies, associative and dissociative imply several
cognitive functions, it is necessary to research about the effect of physical exercise on
this process. Associative and dissociative strategies require a cognitive process of
stimuli recognition, voluntary inhibition, and short time memory. Turning focus inward
bodily sensations or to any thought that serves to distract attention to those internal
sensations imply the volitional direction of attention and different cognitive processes
depended on the nature of the cognitions. On the contrary, dissociative strategies will
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imply cognitive processes as visual recognition, stimuli discrimination, self-regulation,
motor behaviour, response inhibition.
The research related to the effect of exercise and cognitive activity has yielded different
results. Moderate physical exercise has the potential to improve cognitive performance
[6-13]. In addition, acute physical exercise has showed small positive effects on cognitive
performance [14]. Exercise has shown a facilitating effect on information processing
if the following conditions are controlled: (1) the intensity and duration of the physical
exercise, (2) the nature of the cognitive task, (3) the time when the psychological test is
administrated and (4) the participant’s ability at decision making [15]. Concluded that
submaximal aerobic exercise facilitate information processing, if the duration was up to
60 minutes, longer periods, or additional high-intensity exercise above the optimal point
may lead into dehydration thus compromising information processing and memory
functions. The effect of exercise on cognitive functions is based on changes in the peripheral
cardiovascular function affecting regional and systemic perfusion [16]. As consequence of a
general activation of both motor and cognitive brain functions, increasing central nervous
activation (arousal) and sensory sensitivity [17]. Considering, that fatigue can appear by
exercise duration and intensity, a long submaximal exercise could decrease information
processing and memory functions. In order to assess the effect of exercise on cognitive
performance, the critical licker fusion frequency (CFF) has been widely used to assess
sensory sensitivity and cortical arousal also known as central nervous activation, two
important processes in every cognitive task [17-20]. In long distance running the research
of Clemente and Martinez [21], has been pioneered showing the effectiveness of the critical
licker fusion (CFF) as measure of central nervous activation. An increase of CFF threshold
is indicative of an increase in central nervous activation and sensory sensitivity. Contrary, a
decrease of CFF threshold will imply a reduction in the ef iciency of the system for processing
information [22]. Until now, several studies have shown that physical exercise alters the CFF
threshold [12,15,17-19,23]. The CFF test assesses central nervous system global integrative
ability, namely sensorial information, discriminable ability, [24]. If a physical exercise
leading to exhaustion induces transitory fatigue in the central nervous system there should
be a decrease in sensory sensitivity criterion of CFF threshold. Alternatively, if this type
of exercise induces an increase in central nervous activation and sensory sensitivity there
should be an increase in CFF threshold. Tomporowski [25], concluded that aerobic exercise
improves the operation of speci ic stages of information-processing, in special process that
are involved in response inhibition. It has been suggested that cognitive tasks requiring
self-regulation (as in the present study) may cause the depletion of central nervous system
resources, leading to reduced capacity of the CNS to recruit the working muscles [26-28].
For this reason is important to analyse the effect of cognitive strategies on the physiological
parameters related with exercise, as heart rate, oxygen consumption.
Self-regulation as de ined by Karoly [29], is the modulation of thought, affect, behaviour,
or attention via deliberate or automated use of mechanisms of cognitive control. Researches
have shown that performing cognitive tasks requiring self-regulation can lead to impaired
performance in both cognitive and physical tasks [30] due self-regulation’s the limited
resource. This effect has been mainly observed when the cognitive tasks engagement that
requires self-regulation for a period of 30 to 90 min impairs endurance performance during
subsequent exercise [31-33]. However, no negative effects were found on the physiological
system (cardio respiratory and metabolic) supporting endurance exercise, the impairment
performance was considered as the effect of mental fatigue [34,35].
In order to understand the effect of a self-regulation cognitive task on endurance
performance, it is necessary to use a reliable mental fatigue measure as the critical
licker fusion frequency. Moreover, past studies have conducted the endurance exercise
trial after the cognitive tasks. Considering these opposed results about the interaction
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of endurance and cognitive performance, it is necessary to design a methodology
capable of study this relation as it occurs, assessing the performance of self-regulation
cognitive tasks while performing an endurance exercise.
Considering that fatigue has a dichotomous approach, at one edge peripheral fatigue
affecting muscular ibres due to the concentration of lactate and ammoniac. While on
the other edge central fatigue is presented as the disturbance of the processes involved
in the motor order and motor cells communication and the central nervous activation
[36]. It is necessary to analyse both, central (with the CFF) and peripheral with
heart rate, oxygen consumption and perceived exertion. In addition, it is mandatory
to overcome the methodology limitations of the past years by controlling the use
associative and dissociative strategies in real time. The purpose of this study was to
assess if using the cognitive strategies of association and dissociation while running
affect the central nervous activation.
We hypothesize that the sessions (exercise and attentional task) will increase
the central nervous activation (CFF threshold), considering that exercise duration
(less than 1 h) and workload are controlled (at moderate intensity). Consequently,
we hypothesize that the exercise bout will not affect task effectiveness, contrary to
the transient hypofrontality theory [37]. We designed two attentional tasks, one
associative and other dissociative, in which participants were required to maintain
their attentional focus intentionally throughout the session while controlling
exercise workload was at a moderate intensity. Using dynamic tools as the mobile
phone application and the wireless controller was possible to control in real time, if
participants effectively performed the assigned cognitive strategies without using
verbalization or retrospective approach with the purpose to overcome methodology
limitations.

Method and Materials
Participants

The sample for this study included thirty (eight women) long distance runners’
members a local club with a history of more than 55 years. Aged range from 18 to
50 years (M=32.87, SD=8.15). Participants maximum oxygen consumption (M=53.90,
SD=7.51 ml/kg/min), they were experienced runners with an average of 10.93, SD=8.21
years of formal practicing long distance running. All participants trained under the
guidance and control of professional trainers at their club, they were competing at
local and national level.
Long distance runners were de ined as those who regularly run more than 10 km
[38]. The inclusion criteria required that participants trained regularly at least two
times per week and compete in 10 km (50% of participants), half marathon (33%) and
marathon (17%) distances, being free of any disease, and not taking any medication
that can in luence nervous system functions, and had a normal or corrected to normal
vision. In order to keep a strict control, participants were excluded from the study if
they did not complete the three experimental sessions over a time period of ten days.
The research was conducted at the Complutense University of Madrid Physical
Education and Sports Medicine School’s Exercise Physiology Laboratory with the
valuable help of the Senior and junior medical staff. The study was conducted in
accordance with the code of ethics on human experimentation established by the
declaration of Helsinki (1964) and amended in Seoul (2008). All participants provided
written informed consent before participating in the study.

Design
We used a within-subjects design that allows us to analyse the effect of the controlled
use of cognitive strategies on central nervous activation, oxygen consumption and
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perceived exertion. Considering that exercise duration and intensity play a key role
on the effect of central nervous activation [15,25], and taking into account the results
of previous experimental studies and with the purpose to obtain valid data we set the
duration of the session at 55 min and the workload at a moderate intensity calculated
by the ventilatory threshold. At this speed, participants will be able to run during the
whole session. In addition, 55 min run can be considered as natural for trained long
distance runners [38].

Measures
Central nervous activation

The licker-fusion frequency is regarded, next to other criteria (e.g. electroencephalogram,
skin conductance responses) as an indicator for this central-nervous function capacity [39].
For this study we use the test form S1 (Schuhfried, 2001), which consists of the increasing
and decreasing measuring modes. The two light diodes (58 cd/m2), one for the left eye
and one for the right, were presented simultaneously in the Flicker Fusion unit, the light
stimulus are separated by 2.75 cm (center to center) with distance to eye of 15 cm and a
viewing angle of 1.2 degrees. The licker frequency increment (0.1 Hz/sec) changed in two
ways: irst, it increased from 10 to 80 Hz until the participant perceived fusion, which is call
the Fusion Frequency (VF), and then decreased from 80 to 10 Hz until Flicker Frequency
(FF) was detected. After a fovea binocular ixation, participants were required to respond
by pressing a button on the Flicker Fusion Unit (SCHUHFRIED GmbH, Moedling, Austria)
upon identifying the visual licker (descending frequency) and the fusion (ascending
frequency) thresholds [17]. They performed for practicing three alternately trials of each
test, ascending (VF) and descending (FF), immediately they must perform eight trials for
each test. The average of eight values, in hertz was used as an overall response using the
Flicker/Fusion Frequency (FLIM) Software (SCHUHFRIED GmbH, Moedling, Austria).
Perceived exertion

The Rating of Perceived Exertion [40,41], was used as a measure of central
(cardiorespiratory) and peripheral (local-muscular, metabolic) exertion during the
exercise [36,42]. The RPE is a 15 point category-ratio; the odd numbered categories have
verbal anchors. Beginning at 6, “no exertion at all,” and goes up to 20, “maximal exertion.”
Before testing, subjects were instructed on the use of the RPE scale [43]. We use the scale
with the clear differentiation between central as peripheral perceived exertion following
the recommendations of the medical staff and under the guideline of Borg [41], for applied
studies.
Oxygen consumption

The steady-state oxygen consumption (VO2) was measured continuously using a
breath by breath procedure with a Vmax29c bxb metabolic & pulmonary analysis system
(Sensormedics Corporation, California, USA). This automated device was calibrated before
each session using certi ied gases of known concentration (11.5% O2 and 5.1% CO2) and a
3.0 liters calibration syringe.
Heart rate

Participants’ heart rate was measured with an electrocardiogram (ECG) continuously
during the whole session. For the present study, we only used the ECG recordings at every
5-min interval (Quest 12-lead ECGs, Quest BURDICK, INC. Milton, USA).
Cognitive strategies

For the associative task, participants were instructed to focus on the breathing process,
we asked participant to direct their attention towards the breathing process by counting sets
of seven exhalations. When one set was completed they had to make a double click on the
button A using the Zeemote controller. Throughout the gas analyser monitor, researchers
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were able to monitor each exhalation and check in real time if the task was been performed
effectively. In addition, since every click made with the controller and every exhalation was
recorded, it was possible to analyse the task effectiveness after each session. Dissociative
task required that participants maintained an external attentional focus. In order to control
if participants were effectively focusing on an external input, they were asked to focus on a
colour-word interference presentation that was projected on a LCD screen (17 inches, AOC
Monitors, Illinois, USA.) located at a 1.60 m height, in front of the treadmill.
We use four words (yellow, green, blue, red) written in four colours (yellow, green,
blue, red). All runners were given the target word yellow written in red colour letters.
A total of 165 targets appeared three times per minute in no speci ic order. During the
55 min session 825 Words (4-s interval) were presented. Participants were instructed
to make a double click (button A) with the Zeemote controller every time the target
word appears during the presentation. This task was based on the Stoop Test [44];
however, we did not request to verbalize the color of the word as the test does.
Both, associative and dissociative tasks responses were monitoring and recording
in real time through dynamic measure tools: MindFocus® mobile phone application
(O3WellBeing Solutions, Spain), this application was designed to registered clicks, with
an exact time reference. In addition, the application offers the functionality of create
new sessions and control those session by time, from 1 min to 60 minutes, through
5 min interval. Installed on a mobile phone (Nokia N95, 8GB, Nokia Corporation,
Helsinki, Finland) and synchronized with the wireless controller (Zeemote JS1®,
Zeemote Technology Inc., United Kingdom) that served as a response device.
Procedure

Assessment took place in three sessions: (1) incremental test to record the
maximum oxygen consumption, (2) associative task, and (3) dissociative task. Sessions
two and three were counterbalanced. All sessions were performed on different days
at approximately the same time of the day. In order to avoid biased effects related
to physical fatigue a severe inclusion criterion was established, if participants had
competed or performed high intensity training during the 48 hours previous to the
session, they were rescheduled for another day, within the 10 days period.
The irst session served to record maximum oxygen consumption (VO2max) which
was used to compute the target speed at the ventilatory threshold (VT1) for sessions
two and three.
This threshold represents the point where acid lactate starts to increase above the
rest level but does not exceed 2 millimoles per liter at a certain exercise workload [45].
VT1 can be considered valid indicator of a moderate workload [46,47]. During this
irst session participants completed one incremental test, which consisted of a run to
exhaustion to assess peak treadmill running speed. Before start running, participants
completed the mandatory questionnaire of the exercise physiology laboratory. The
purpose of this questionnaire was to obtain participants clinical history.
Following a brief warm-up, participants began running on a horizontal treadmill at
11 km·hr-1. Speed was increased by one kilometer per hour every minute until they
were unable to continue.
In addition, during this session participants familiarized with the Rating of
Perceived Exertion scale [40,41], and the physiological measure devices such as the
gas analyzer mask and the heart rate electrodes. The schedule of the two experimental
sessions was organized after this session. Since it was mandatory to avoid participating
in competitions and perform high intensity training sessions before session two and
three, if participants request it we re-schedule. The critical licker fusion test was
carried out before and after sessions 2 and 3 in an of ice next to the laboratory. After the
pre session interview, participants sat in front of the Flicker Fusion Unit (SCHUHFRIED
GmbH, Moedling, Austria). The testing time is around ten minutes.
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Before Session 2 and 3, before participants start to run, they completed the pre
session questionnaire, special attention was directed to last week training sessions
and if it was some impediment to match with the inclusion criteria. In addition to this
questionnaire, we assured that the rating of perceived exertion before running was 6
(not exertion at all).
Once at the exercise physiology laboratory, the medical team proceeded to prepare
every runner for the session, heart rate electrodes and the oxygen consumption
mask were collocated and all the tools were checked before the start of the session.
MindFocus® application and Zeemote® controller were synchronized. All sessions
were recorded at the mobile phone memory for further analysis. Participants were
informed of the exact exercise duration and the workload speed before each session.
Due to the stricter requirements of the experimental protocol we informed that
the session cannot be interrupted, and each participant must complete the 55 min
protocol. During Sessions 2 and 3, participants performed a 55 min treadmill run at a
speed corresponding to their ventilatory threshold plus a 3 min warming up at 3km•h1 lower than the target workload speed and a 3 min active cool down. In order to
assess the effect of cognitive strategies on central nervous activation we set the warmup duration in 3 minutes, suf icient time to stabilize the physiological parameters.
RPE values (central and peripheral) were obtained every 5 min. All medical devices
were checked during the warm-up. Once the timer was set, the sport psychologist
give the instruction to start, and the treadmill started to work at the VT1 workload
speed. Oxygen consumption (VO2) and heart rate were measured during both sessions.
Participants were informed of the fact that the task will be monitored. The mobile
phone was located at left arm of the treadmill, since it was synchronized with the
controller by Bluetooth® technology it was necessary that both devices were not
placed far away from each other. Participants were not able to see the mobile phone’s
monitor. In addition, they did not receive any feedback about the task effectiveness or
running outputs (e.g. speed, VO2 or time).
During the session, the only researcher-participant interaction was for the RPE
measures. The researcher took the RPE table and presented it in front of every
participant. They only have to point out the number on the scale one for central one
for peripheral. To con irm the RPE measures researcher said the numbers aloud.
During the RPE measurement, participants keep running at the session speed only
the attentional task was interrupted. RPE measurement required less than 30 sec. The
cool down was not included at the attentional task protocol, and once completed the
medical team proceeded to retire the ECG electrodes and the oxygen consumption
mask. Participants immediately performed the post session Flicker Fusion test and the
post session questionnaire.
Data analysis

In order to analyse if participants were using the requested cognitive strategy, a
percentage of task effectiveness was calculated, we compare participants’ responses
(total clicks) recorded with the MindFocus® mobile application, with the objective
responses of both tasks. Average oxygen consumption (VO2), perceived exertion
(central & peripheral) and heart rate values from minutes 6-55 were calculated.
Shapiro and Wilk’s W test for normality was calculated for oxygen consumption (VO2)
for both sessions, as well as in three different intervals (T1: minutes 6-20, T2 minutes
21-40, T3 minutes 41-55).
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test was used for statistical comparison of oxygen consumption
(VO2) during sessions, as well as intra session along three different moments (T1, T2,
T3). Paired samples t-test was used to analyse differences between the RPE values
inter experimental sessions. In addition to analyse the effect of the experimental
session a paired samples t-test was used to compare the central nervous activation
pre-post for both, licker and fusion frequency. Cohen’s effect sizes (d) were calculated
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when signi icant differences were observed. A one-way ANOVA was performed to
analyse the effect of time on perceived exertion and participants’ heart rate during
both sessions. Alpha level was established at p=0.05.

Results
Task effectiveness

During the associative session a mean of 225.50 (SD=47.33) sets of seven exhalations
were registered. Participants focused on an average of 1578.50 (SD=332) exhalations.
A total of 825 words (165 targets) were displayed during the dissociative session. The
results showed that a mean of 158.70 (SD=5.97) targets were registered.
With tasks effectiveness higher that 94% for a 55 min run it is possible to consider
that participants’ attention was effectively directed to the attentional task for every
session. Those percentages represent a task adherence of more than 51 min for each
session.
Oxygen consumption

Shapiro and Wilk’s W test for normality showed that oxygen consumption during
associative session was not normally distributed (p=0.04), the same result was found
on that session during T1 (p=0.04). Dissociative values of oxygen consumption and
intra session associative T2 and T3 were normally distributed (p>0.05). Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum Test for two samples (associative and dissociative conditions) showed no
differences in oxygen consumption between the two experimental sessions see table
1. During the sessions, participants’ oxygen consumption was stable. These results
con irm that the exercise workload was effectively controlled at VT1 intensity.
Perceived exertion

Shapiro and Wilk’s W test showed a normal distribution for RPE values in both
associative (central, p=0.91, peripheral, p=0.42) and dissociative conditions (central,
p=0.50, peripheral, p=0.61). Perceived exertion values (central & peripheral) for
minutes 5 to 55 are presented in table 2. The paired samples t-test reveals that there
were no differences in RPE values between the associative and the dissociative sessions
(central, t=-0.53, p=0.59; peripheral, t=-0.40, p=0.68). The use of cognitive strategies of
association (focus on breathing) and dissociation (focus on a color-word interference
presentation) did not affect participants’ perceived exertion values.
Table 1: Average oxygen consumption during the experimental sessions and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
results.
Oxygen consumptiona
M (SD)
Time Intervals
Z
P
Associative
Dissociative
T1 (minutes 6 to 20)
37.49 (4.65)
38.06 (4.41)
0.00
1.00
T2 (minutes 21 to 40)
38.04 (4.70)
38.84 (3.48)
-0.61
0.53
T3 (minutes 41 to 55)
38.46 (5.08)
39.05 (3.82)
-0.09
0.92
Total (minutes 6 to 55)
38.00 (4.69)
38.65 (3.63)
-0.52
0.60
Note. N=29; a =ml/kg/min.
Table 2: Critical flicker fusion test values, pre-post for associative and dissociative sessions.
CFF Test
M (SD)
Time Intervals
t
Pre
Post
VF Associative
37.67 (2.74)
38.15 (2.55)
-1.80
VF Dissociative
37.39 (2.47)
38.16 (2.65)
-3.43
FF Associative
38.78 (3.11)
39.36 (2.86)
-2.26
FF Dissociative
39.34 (3.60)
39.93 (3.18)
-0.83
VF=Fusion frequency, FF=Flicker frequency .
Published: October 11, 2017
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Heart rate

Associative (T1, p=0.88, T2, p=0.45, T3 p=0.39) and dissociative tasks (T1, p=0.89,
T2, p=0.97, T3 p=0.81) were normally distributed. The paired samples t-test reveal
that there were no differences in heart rate values between the associative and the
dissociative sessions during the same time interval T1 (t=0.12, p=0.90), T2 (t=0.88,
p=0.38), T3 (t=-0.22, p=0.82). Using the same workload for both sessions, there were
no differences on heart rate and oxygen consumption, these results let us consider that
the exercise workload was effectively controlled.
Central Nervous Activation. The Kolmorogov-Smirnov’s test showed a normal
distribution for CFF values in both associative (VF Pre, p=0.89, VF Post, p=0.72, FF Pre,
p=0.75, FF Post, p=0.46) and dissociative sessions (VF Pre, p=0.63, VF Post, p=0.82, FF
Pre, p=0.59, FF Post, p=0.44). CFF values (Fusion & Flicker) are presented in table 2.
After the session, an increase of Fusion and Flicker frequencies for both associative and
dissociative conditions were observed (Figures 1,2). The paired sample t-test reveals
the effect of the exercise-attentional task, speci ically, an increase on the dissociative’
Fusion frequency (p<0.005) (from 37.39±2.47 Hz to 38.16±2.65 Hz), and on the
associative (p=0.03) Flicker frequency, increasing from 38.78±3.11 Hz to 39.36±2.86
Hz. No signi icant effect was observed for associative’ Fusion frequency (p=0.08) and
dissociative’ Flicker frequency (p=0.41). Based on Cohen’s (1977) criteria, where less
than .50 is considered small (Brand, Bradley, Best, & Stoica, 2008) Cohen’s effect sizes
showed small effects for these differences in CFF (VF Associative, Pre vs. Post, d=0.18;
VF, Pre vs. Post, d=0.30; FF Associative, Pre vs. Post, d=0.19; FF Dissociative, Pre vs.

Figure 1: Pre and post sessions Fusion frequency volues.

Figure 2: Pre and post sessions Fusion frequency volues.
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Post, d=0.17). These results showed that the CFF base-line was the same before both
sessions. Consequently, is possible to argue that participants had the same central
nervous activation, before each session. As the session order was counterbalanced
there was not an order effect, but a session effect. In addition, as the CFF threshold
did not decrease after the sessions, the results showed that there was not a session
induced central fatigue.

Discussion
Using dynamic measure tools was possible to control in real time, if participants
effectively performed the assigned cognitive strategies, without using verbalization or
retrospective approach. Our attentional tasks required that participants focused on
stimuli that appeared within a few seconds: associative task, one exhalation almost
every 2 seconds and dissociative task one visual stimuli every 4 seconds during the
55 minutes of the session. Responses for every minute were analysed to obtain task
effectiveness, for associative (94%) and dissociative (96%) sessions, it is possible to
consider that participants’ attention was effectively directed to the attentional task
during each session. Those percentages represent a task adherence of more than 51
min per session.
Moderate workload exercise has the potential to improve cognitive performance
[7-13], by increasing central nervous activation and sensory sensitivity [17]. In order
to assess the effect of both associative and dissociative sessions on central nervous
activation we used the critical licker fusion (CFF) frequency test. Given the role of
exercise and cognitive tasks in improving cognitive process [25], it was necessary to
include the central nervous activation as one of our dependent variables. In addition,
since our tasks required a considerable amount of attention, that may cause depletion
of central nervous system resources increasing fatigue and consequently could
compromise exercise performance, the CFF frequency test was also helpful providing
evidence to support our methodology for studying the role of cognitive strategies in
long distance running.
We hypothesized that while controlling exercise duration (less than 1 h) and workload
(at moderate intensity) the sessions (exercise and attentional task) will increase the central
nervous activation (CFF threshold). Our results support this hypothesis showing that our
associative and dissociative sessions increased the central nervous activation, these results
are in line with other researchers [26,48], showing evidence that cognitive tasks, did not
affect exercise performance. In addition, we also hypothesized that the exercise bout will
not affect task effectiveness. With tasks effectiveness higher than 94% during both sessions
we consider these results as evidence that there was not a diminution of the cognitive
performance even at the late stages of the session. The hypofrontality theory [37], propose
that physical exercise will generate a massive neural activation and because there is a
limited resource capacity, this huge request induces a competition for resources that would
be expected to result in a diminution of the resources directly involved into cognitive tasks,
Contrary to the transient hypofrontality theory [37], our results showed that moderate
exercise did not affect the cognitive process and support the hypothesis.
The results showed an increase on the dissociative’ task Fusion frequency and on
the associative’ task Flicker frequency. Considering that CFF test base-line was the
same before both sessions, our results showed that not only the performed tasks did
not cause depletion of central nervous system resources but increase the performance
of stimuli visual discrimination. This positive effect can be due to a better ef iciency
of the peripheral sensorial processes [49,50], as the licker fusion test showed. The
Flicker Fusion test is mainly focus on visual detection that imply a motor behaviour
(reaction time) when the person push the bottom once the licker or fusion frequency
is detected. Nevertheless, is not possible to establish if this positive effect was due to
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the exercise bout or due to the attentional tasks. Based on Davranche, Brisswalter and
Radel [51], study, that established that the cognitive control required to perform such
tasks as the Stroop effect, or visual stimuli reaction time responses as the licker fusion
test, is not affected by the intensity of exercise, this might suggest that exercise will not
decrease cognitive performance as we hypothesized.
For our study was key to use trained runners, since one of the mayor effects of
exercise on cognitive performance is itness level [52-54], all participants were
experienced runners that trained regularly at least two times per week and compete
in 10 km (50% of participants), half marathon (33%) and marathon (17%) distances.
This could contribute to the stability of the cognitive performance and the positive
effect of the session in the licker fusion test. Even when perceived exertion increased
with time, a 55 min run at a moderate intensity for these runners was not at the limit
of their regular daily training.
Exercise workload at the ventilatory threshold and time resulted as key factors
for every studied variable. For Dietrich and Audiffren [55], exercise duration would
be the predominant factor to account for the effect of exercise on central nervous
activation. The proposed hypothesis is that when exercise duration lasts more than
1 h, the appearance of fatigue symptoms such as an increase in metabolic load, heat
stress, the appearance of central and peripheral fatigue and hormonal changes would
lead to a decrement of cognitive processes ef icacy. Considering the obtained results,
our proposed methodology has showed to be effective for the study of exercise and
cognitive performance, without causing cognitive de icits. It can be consider that the
next logical step is that future studies should be conducted using exercise periods
that lasts until exhaustion (more than 1 h) with a continuous monitoring of cognitive
performance.
Decrements on performance due to mental fatigue can be observed during tasks
that required the voluntary control of attention, excluding the temporal preparation
and reaction time [56], proposed that. Since our attentional tasks did not require a
reaction time response, it was not possible to directly assess Langner et al. [56],
proposal effect through the cognitive strategies.
Nevertheless, CFF threshold test included reaction time and the results showed
that there were not decrements on the CFF threshold and consequently it is possible
to consider that there were not any performance decrements in both experimental
sessions attributed to mental fatigue, not physical or cognitive. Mental fatigue, is
characterized by the observed exhaustion of the resources for the execution of a
task, since tasks effectiveness were higher that 94% during both session, cognitive
task performance was not affected, so it is not plausible that during the experimental
sessions participants experienced mental fatigue. Even when our attentional tasks
required a high voluntary control of the attention, with participants focusing on
stimuli that appeared within almost every 2 seconds (associative condition) and every
4 seconds (dissociative condition) during the 55 minutes of the session. Considering
the nature of these tasks and the elements of mental fatigue such as maintenance of
cognitive effort with a high level of vigilance, selective attention, decision making,
motor behaviour [57,58], is worth to mention that the cognitive performance did not
impair as consequence of a central nervous fatigue.
Furthermore, the dissociative strategy using a Stroop effect like task, required a
high cognitive control selecting the target word and inhibit inappropriate responses,
any decrease at task effectiveness and the licker fusion test pre-post will suggest
that participants’ cognitive process was affected by the experimental session. Our
results are in consonance with those obtained by Pageaux et al. [35], showing that selfregulation cognitive tasks did not affect endurance performance. Even, if the cognitive
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tasks were longer than 30 min. Given the results of task effectiveness and pre-post
CFF threshold test, it is possible to argue that during the experimental sessions mental
fatigue indicators were not observed. It is important to highlight these results because
we design to attentional tasks that requested a high load of attention and a decrease
of central nervous activation or low values of task effectiveness could show that the
employed methodology was not effective and the results could be biased due to the
fatigue effect. The lack of differences in oxygen consumption, heart rate, and central
nervous activation between the sessions showed that the energy required to perform
both attentional tasks was similar. While reviewing the scienti ic literature about
exercise and cognitions, clearly we have distinguished two approaches. One focused in
classifying thoughts, with retrospective approaches by pencil paper questionnaires or
in a suggested real time methodology by the think-aloud protocol. The other, focused
on the effect of aerobic exercise over cognitive processes, assessed after the exercise
was performed. Nevertheless, the processes involved in central nervous activation,
needed to perform both physical exercise and cognitive task, occurs at the same time.
A research that included both approaches was needed; our results showed that is
possible to integrate these constructs within the same design.
In order to avoid mental fatigue or a decrease in the central nervous activation due
to a high attentional load, performing moderate aerobic exercise should be encouraged.
Especially in contexts where high performance must be achieved regarding of physical
fatigue and with a high mental workload such as sport or military. Since central
nervous activation increase after the sessions’ more research is needed to examine
whether these indings are speci ic to tasks that require visual stimuli reaction time
responses as the one we used in the present study or can be generalized across other
dissociative tasks.

Limitations
Despite that the attentional tasks we used can be considered as no invasive
(counting seven exhalations and recognizing the word yellow written in red letters),
these tasks are not 100% ecological; normally runners do not have to focus on those
stimuli while training or competing. The range of attentional instructions is wide and
consequently, dif icult to control and assess. Nevertheless, we have considered that
those tasks were the best ones in order to control if participants were really using
the instructed cognitive strategy. We designed two tasks that required a constant
attentional focus and that goal was successfully achieved.
Morgan and Pollock [59], developed the concepts of cognitive strategies with a
precisely differentiated attentional focus, but also as coping mechanisms against
stressors derived from long distance running [3]. In our study, participants were
trained runners, who regularly run at higher speeds than the aerobic threshold VT1.
Moreover, the workload and exercise duration used during the experimental sessions
can be considered as a non-stressful situation for these participants. We must consider
that memories of past experiences affect sensation of fatigue [60], so well trained and
experienced runners have their own fatigue response, which is different from elite
runners (international level) and the general population, future studies should explore
deeply the differences between these populations.

Conclusion
We demonstrated that endurance exercise performed at a moderate intensity
while performing attentional tasks of association and dissociation did not cause
fatigue among participants and did not impair the physical and cognitive performance.
On the contrary, a positive effect on central nervous activation was assessed. Long
distance running at moderate exercise during 55 minutes is positive for performing
tasks requiring maintenance of cognitive effort with a high level of vigilance, selective
attention, decision making, cognitive control, self-regulation and motor behaviour.
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